Land Acknowledgement

McGill University is situated on the traditional territory of the Kanien’keha:ka, a place which has long served as a site of meeting and exchange amongst nations. We recognize and respect the Kanien’keha:ka as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters on which we meet today.
Discover McGill

Faculty of Arts Orientation
Monday, August 21, 2023
Leacock 132
Dean of Arts: Professor Lisa Shapiro

• Department of Philosophy

• PhD in Philosophy from the University of Pittsburgh, BA in Physics and Philosophy from Wesleyan University

• Joined McGill as Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Professor of Philosophy in 2022, was previously Professor of Philosophy at Simon Fraser University

• Areas of Interest: 17th and 18th Century Philosophy, Epistemology, Philosophy of Mind, Philosophy of Emotions, Philosophy of Education
Associate Dean of Arts, Student Affairs: Professor Manuel Balán

• Department of Political Science, Institute for the Study of International Development

• PhD in Political Science from University of Texas in Austin

• Joined the department as an Assistant Professor in 2011, is an Associate Professor of Political Science and International Development since 2019 and the Associate Dean of Faculty of Arts since 2021

• Areas of Interest: Comparative Government and Politics, Issues of Corruption and Development, Corruption Scandals, Political Competition, Media and Politics, Transparency and Anti-Corruption Policies, and Democracy and the Rule of Law
# Arts Undergraduate Society (AUS)

## President:
Matthew O’Boyle (He/Him)

## Vice President Finance:
Julia Widing (She/Her)

### Services
- Peer Tutoring
- Academic Complaints
- Essay Writing Centre
- French Conversation Circles
- Table/lounge booking, locker rentals
- Note-taking

### Campus Life
- Arts Frosh
- Arts Lounge/BDA (Bar des Arts)
- SNAX Café
- Work Your BA
- Grad Fair
- Arts Grad Ball
Opportunities Outside of the Classroom: Study Away (Study Abroad McGill)

Plan & Prepare: [Plan & Prepare | Arts OASIS - McGill University]

Application Process

- **Exchange:** [Application process exchange | Arts OASIS - McGill University]
- **Independent Study Away:** [Application process Independent Study Away | Arts OASIS - McGill University]
- **Inter-University Transfer (IUT/AEHE including online):** [Application process Inter-University Transfer (IUT including online) | Arts OASIS - McGill University]
- **FAQs:** [Frequently Asked Questions - Study Abroad | Arts OASIS - McGill University]
Opportunities Outside of the Classroom: Arts Internship Office (AIO)

- What do we do?

  - Internship opportunities
  - Funding opportunities
  - Training opportunities
  - Mentorship opportunity

How to stay in touch?

- Drop-in hours in Leacock 307
- One on one advising
- Events – save the date
- Follow us on social media
- Sign up to our Listserv/Newsletter
- Email aio@mcgill.ca
McGill Writing Centre (MWC)

• We teach you how to write and communicate for various audiences and purposes

• Undergraduate courses in academic (WCOM 250) and creative writing (WCOM 203), digital communication (WCOM 317), and ESL (WCOM 235, 245, 255)

• 7 hours of 1-on-1 tutoring services for any writing assignment at no extra fee

• Located in McLennan-Redpath Library, Main Floor Room #02

You can access their contact information through this QR code:
How to contact Arts OASIS

**Arts OASIS** is here for any of your questions and concerns!

You can always visit Dawson Hall in person or submit a request through the new service portal to get answers to your questions.

(Please note that it’s no longer possible to reach out via email.)

Scan this QR code to access our contact information and the service portal!
Black, Muslim and Jewish Student Support

Student Affairs Liaisons for Black, Muslim and Jewish students

- Do you need support navigating McGill?
- Are you looking for a safe space to be who you are?
- Are you looking for empowering opportunities to connect with a community of peers?
- Would you like to share feedback about your student experience?

Mcgill.ca/x/UQ5
Arts Program Fair
Tuesday, August 22, 2023
Arts Lobby
2:00 to 3:00
Questions